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We measure by experiment and particle-based simulation the rheology of concentrated, non-Brownian droplet
emulsions functionalized with surface-bound single-stranded (ss), “sticky,” DNA. In the absence of ssDNA, the
emulsion viscosity increases with the dispersed phase volume fraction φ, before passing through a liquid-solid
transition at a critical φc related to random close packing. Introducing ssDNA leads to a liquid-solid transition
at φ < φc, the onset being set by the droplet valency N and the ssDNA concentration (or simulated binding
strength ε). Using insight from simulation, we identify three key behaviors: (i) jammed suspensions (φ > φc ≈
0.64) show weak effects of functionalization, with elastic rheology instead governed by droplet stiffness; (ii)
suspensions with φ < φc and N = 1, 2 always exhibit viscous rheology, regardless of functionalization; and
(iii) for φ < φc and N > 3, functionalization leads to a controllable viscous-elastic transition. We present state
diagrams showing the range of rheological tuning attainable by these means.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Self-assembly is a promising route for turning collec-
tions of functional objects into microstructured materials with
controllable bulk mechanical properties [1–6]. DNA binding
has long provided a means of directing self-assembly, ini-
tially of the molecule itself into nanoscale structures with
defined architecture [7] and later through grafting to larger
colloidal particles [8,9]. The specificity of base-pair attraction
allows sophisticated self-assembled structures, while offering
other desirable features, such as thermal reversibility and
potential biocompatibility [5,6,10]. Much work focusses on
submicron building blocks with surface-tethered attractive
sites that assemble into prescribed structures by minimizing
their free energy [11–13]. More recently, liquid droplets with
surface-bound single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) have emerged
as model systems for exploring hierarchical assembly of larger
building blocks, often at micron scale [4,14–16]. Although
microscopic architecture has been investigated in detail, the
emerging bulk rheology in functionalized systems, especially
in cases where the physics of jamming, glass formation,
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and gelation play a role, remains little explored (but see
Refs. [5,6]).

Emulsions (dispersions of droplets of one liquid in another
immiscible liquid) present an important model system for
addressing this challenge [16–18]: Functionalized molecules
can diffuse over droplet surfaces and be recruited into patches
resulting in a well-defined valency [16,19,20]; they can be
used to study soft particle packings spanning the jamming
volume fraction φc [21,22]; and they can be synthesized with
controllable droplet size [15]. Crucially, the latter makes pos-
sible “self-assembling” systems of particles large enough to
render thermal diffusion negligible. Such non-Brownian sys-
tems might be useful models for food products and biological
systems: Both have large constituent particles, mobile surfac-
tants, are at or near φc, and, crucially, their rheology is an
essential part of their function.

In contrast to typical (thermodynamically) self-assembling
systems [23], assembly of non-Brownian components cannot
proceed under ambient conditions but must be effected by
external driving, for instance by shear flow. An intimate link
unique to non-Brownian systems thus emerges between flow
history, assembly, and the resulting rheology. The rheology of
non-Brownian dispersions, in which thermal motion plays no
role, is distinct from that of other colloids: Below φc the stress
� is linear in the shear rate γ̇ i.e., � = η(φ)γ̇ ; above φc the
stress is rate independent, i.e., � = k(φ) [21,24–26].
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FIG. 1. Non-Brownian droplets functionalized with ssDNA. (a) (i) Confocal image of the experimental system showing functionalized
droplet surfaces; (ii) simulation model showing four pairs of complementary patches on two droplets. (b) Sketches of droplet pairs and their
associated droplet-droplet interaction potential, approaching with patches (i) misaligned; (ii) complementary; and (iii) noncomplementary.
(c) An assembly of droplets with dotted arrows indicating the velocity gradient imposed during shearing.

The current state of such a suspension therefore depends
on the strain history applied to it, though not the rate at which
previous strains were applied. Meanwhile, above φc the stiff-
ness of the particles matters and the suspension exhibits elastic
rheology [27]. Thus, a viscous-to-elastic transition occurs as
φ is increased. Self-assembly presents an opportunity to ma-
nipulate this rheology by enhancing the viscous and elastic
regimes or, indeed, by effecting a viscous-to-elastic transition
away from φc. Doing so would make possible the use of such
materials in applications in which both microstructure and
bulk rheology are key to function.

Realizing the potential of driven assembly of functional-
ized non-Brownian particles for controlled rheology requires
first understanding the physics that enter under the addition
of functionalized sites of basic complementarity. Here we ad-
dress this using experiments and simulations, demonstrating
the effect of mixing complementary A and A′ functionalized
droplets on the rheology of a non-Brownian emulsion. Below
φc, there is a dramatic effect whereby a viscous emulsion
transitions to being elastic as ssDNA is added. The effect
above φc is more modest but reveals the rheological fine-
tuning that may be achieved by careful functionalization. We
further use the simulation to provide insight into structure
formation under various conditions. Our results demonstrate
that driven assembly enables rheological tuning, establishing
a new model system in which to address the macroscopic
physics of functionalized non-Brownian particles.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Silicone oil-in-water emulsions with azide-functionalized
Synperonic F108 (Sigma Aldrich) surfactant are generated by
membrane emulsification. For nonfunctionalized emulsions,
desired oil droplet volume fractions φ are obtained using an
evaporation method consisting of extraction of homogenized
emulsions followed by incubation at 65 ◦C. Subsequent up-
concentration is achieved by removal of the subnatant follow-
ing creaming. From microscopy, the mean droplet diameter is
35.6 ± 7.1 μm (polydispersity index 0.20). For functionalized
emulsions, we start with two partially complementary amino-
ssDNA sequences (Integrated DNA Technologies) consisting
of 15T-long spacers and a nine-base-long sticky overhang
and use a copper-free click-chemistry reaction to replace the
amino groups with dibenzylcyclooctane (DBCO) functional
groups [15]. We then prepare functionalized droplets by mix-

ing up to 40 nmol of the resulting DBCO-DNA per 100 μl
of bare emulsion (at φ ≈ 0.76). [Mixing DBCO stained with
cyanine-5 dye (DBCO-Cy5, Sigma-Aldrich) confirms the
attachment of DBCO-functionalized molecules to the azide-
F108 surfactant-stabilized droplets, Fig. 1(a(i))]. A-ssDNA
and A′-ssDNA functionalized droplets are incubated sepa-
rately for 24 h at 65 ◦C, after which they are mixed in equal
volumes and then brought to the φ of interest (to within 2–3%)
by removing the subnatant following creaming. Temperature
cycling between 20◦ and 60 ◦C demonstrates reversibility (al-
beit limited by the diffusion rate of the large droplets) of
binding, verifying that the droplets are indeed bound through
DNA. Steady and oscillatory rheology measurements are
taken at 20 ◦C using a stress-controlled rheometer (MCR 501,
Anton-Paar, Physica) equipped with a cone-and-plate geom-
etry (25-mm diameter base and 2◦ cone angle), preventing
evaporation using a custom-made vapour trap. Further details
are given in Refs. [15,28].

III. NUMERICAL METHOD

We simulate the trajectories of neutrally buoyant, poly-
disperse (radii uniformly distributed in the range 0.9a–a, to
inhibit crystallization) spherical droplets subject to short-
ranged hydrodynamic and repulsive contact forces. The
droplets have fixed numbers of “patches,” attractive sites that
move freely over their surfaces [Fig. 1(b)] and experience
shear with flow direction in x and gradient in y [Fig. 1(c)]. By
setting the number N , attractive strength and complementarity
of the patches, we prescribe binding rules that lead to specific
microstructures and govern the rheology of the material. The
periodic simulation box contains O(103) droplets of density ρ

at volume fraction φ.

A. Interaction forces

Hydrodynamic forces Fh and torques are calculated iden-
tically to Ref. [29] (see also Ref. [22]), taking into account
Stokes drag and regularized pairwise lubrication. We omit
long-range hydrodynamics, assuming them to be screened at
the large φ of interest here. Overlapping droplets are subject to
repulsive forces Fc. For a contacting droplet pair with overlap
δ = (a1 + a2) − |r| for radii ai and center-center vector r, the
force (with stiffness k) is Fc = kδr/|r|.
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Attractive patches are modelled by locating N smaller
particles on host droplet surfaces. Patches are connected to
hosts via stiff springs with a harmonic potential, leading to
a force with magnitude F b = ks(0.8a − r), where r is the
patch-host center-center distance and ks is sufficiently large so
that patches are essentially fixed at 0.8a from their host droplet
center, though they are free to move over the host surface at
no cost (patch motion is typically considered to be fast com-
pared to droplet motion and rotation [4,16]). Patches interact
through forces F p set by a Mie potential [30], chosen for its
simple form with tuneable attractive or repulsive strength and
range:

U (r) = Cε
{(σ

r

)γα −
(σ

r

)γβ −
[( σ

rc

)γα −
( σ

rc

)γβ
]}

, (1)

with C = f (γα, γβ ) [31] (γα = 20 and γβ = 10), r the patch-
patch distance, and σ = 0.2a the zero-crossing distance. We
specify the strength of interactions using ε and the specificity
by cutting off the potential at rc. For complementary patches,
we set rc = 2σ . For noncomplementary patches, we set σ =
0.35a and rc = σ , suppressing the attractive part of the poten-
tial. The larger value of σ in the latter case introduces steric
hindrance inhibiting multiple bonds between patches. Simula-
tions contain equal numbers of A and A′ droplets, represented
by the shaded and unshaded patched droplets in Fig. 1(a(ii)).
In order to attract, patches must be of the same color but
opposite shadedness. The overall droplet-droplet interactions
are sketched in Figs. 1(b).

B. Control parameters

The above forces are summed on each droplet and used to
calculate trajectories, and the stress tensor � is computed by
summing (F × r) over all interacting pairs and averaging over
at least five realizations. The model naturally permits droplet
inertia, which may become relevant when ˆ̇γ (see below) and
φ are large. Three key control parameters emerge in addition
to the volume fraction φ and valency N : (i) Stokes number
ργ̇ a2/η f for suspending fluid viscosity η f and shear rate
(defined below) γ̇ , set � 1 throughout to approximate over-
damped conditions; (ii) droplet stiffness, nondimensionalized
as ˆ̇γ = 2γ̇ a/

√
k/(2ρa) [32,33], set < 10−2 throughout to ap-

proximate hard spheres (noting that decreasing this quantity
leads to a soft particle regime [25]); and (iii) patch attraction
strength or “stickiness,” written as ε̂ = ε/η f γ̇ a3. The latter
quantity compares the stress associated with attractions (ε/a3)
with the viscous stress. Setting ε̂ � 1 leads to irreversibly
strong complementary patch attraction, mimicking the exper-
imental conditions at 20 ◦C. The model is implemented in
LAMMPS [31] (see also Ref. [34]).

C. Obtaining rheological quantities

We measure the shear stress � while deforming the box
according to either γ (t ) = γ̇ t or γ (t ) = γ0 sin(ωt ). In the
former we define the viscosity as η = �/γ̇ ; in the latter we
measure G′ and G′′ from the response �(t ) = �0 sin(ωt + δ),
taking a linear approximation [35,36] (this is accurate up
to around γ0 ∼ 10−1; at larger γ0, it is satisfactory for our
current purposes, though is the subject of further analysis
in the literature [35–37]). Oscillatory shear is applied with

FIG. 2. Rheology of bare emulsions. Steady shear rheology
η(γ̇ , φ) measured (a) experimentally and (b) by simulation. Dashed
lines indicate η ∝ γ̇ −1. Gray points in (a) show the viscosity mea-
sured by backward ramp. Inset of (a) shows experimental η(φ) at
γ̇ = 10 s−1; inset of (b) shows η/η f (φ) at ˆ̇γ ∼ 0.001, with the red
line a fit to η ∝ (1 − φ/φc )−2 and the dashed line indicating φc.
Strain amplitude sweeps G′(γ ), G′′(γ ) measured by (c) experiment
and (d) simulation. Dashed lines indicate G′, G′′ ∝ γ −1. Gray box in
(d) indicates the range of γ0 measured in (c). For experimental data,
the marker size represents approximate errors and gray panels show
region of experimental inaccessibility.

flow in x and velocity gradient in y so that the strain fol-
lows γ (t ) = Lxy(t )/L = γ0 sin(ωt ) [see Fig. 1(c)] and γ̇ (t ) =
ωγ0 cos(ωt ). We remain in the low-frequency regime through-
out, so elastic responses are independent of the strain rate [cf.
(ii) above], whereas viscous responses scale linearly with the
strain rate [cf. (i) above]. The moduli, given by G′ = �0

γ0
cos δ

and G′′ = �0
γ0

sin δ, quantify, respectively, the elastic and vis-
cous responses. We nondimensionalize the moduli measured
by simulation with a/k, the viscosity using the continuous
phase value as η/η f , and ε has units η2

f a/ρ.

IV. RESULTS

A. Rheology of bare droplets

We first discuss steady shear viscosity measurements
η(φ, γ̇ ) obtained by experiment and simulation in the absence
of functionalization, Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). For φ = (0.54, 0.62),
both predict quasi-Newtonian rheology. Here η increases
sharply with φ and the rate dependence is rather weak due
to the absence of thermal motion [24]. The tolerance of the
rheometer sets a limit on the minimum shear rate accessible
for these φ [gray region in Fig. 2(a)]. For φ = (0.7, 0.75)
there is clear shear-thinning approaching a −1 power law
[η ∝ γ̇ −1 so that � 	= f (γ̇ )] [dashed lines in Figs. 2(a) and
2(b)], indicative of elastic yield-stress behavior [21,26]. Our
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experimental yield stress of ≈0.1 Pa is consistent with [38]
after taking into account the disparity in a. A forward-
and-reverse shear-rate ramp at φ = 0.75 [Fig. 2(a)] demon-
strates only minor hysteresis, suggesting minimal evaporation,
droplet coalescence or rupturing across the range of γ̇ and �

explored.
The viscosity predicted by simulation at low φ is mod-

elled as η/η f ∝ (1 − φ/φc)−2 [39] [Fig. 2(b) (inset)], leading
to φc ≈ 0.64 [precise experimental determination of φc is
difficult as the transition becomes rather smooth at large
γ̇ , Fig. 2(a) (inset)]. φc ≈ 0.64 is reminiscent of the ran-
dom close packing value found for frictionless monodisperse
spheres. Above φc, droplet-droplet interactions dominate, and
the viscosity increases more slowly with φ, taking on a 2/3
power law [33] with magnitude that depends on the droplet
stiffness [25].

We next characterize the rheology of bare droplets under
oscillatory shear using strain ramps, Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), with
the experimental frequency ω set sufficiently low that there
is minimal ω dependence in the presented results. For φ > φc

and small γ0, both experiments and simulations give G′ > G′′,
indicating elastic rheology consistent with the shear-thinning
behavior found above. The crossover strain (the value of γ0 at
which G′ = G′′) is in agreement with literature data [38,40];
larger strains lead to a nonlinear rheological response, in
which our linear approximation for evaluating G′, G′′ breaks
down.

For φ < φc and small γ0, the simulation predicts G′′ 
 G′,
indicating a viscous response, Fig. 2(d). This matches our
numerical and experimental finding for steady shear and is
consistent with experimental measurements of the moduli in
a concentrated suspension of solid particles with a more vis-
cous continuous phase [37]. Our experimental sample does
not permit measurement of the moduli for φ < φc as the low
solvent viscosity renders the stress close to the tolerance of the
device. Together, the shear and oscillatory results demonstrate
concisely that our system is a good model for non-Brownian
emulsion rheology. It exhibits viscous and elastic rheology at
low and high φ respectively (separated by a jamming tran-
sition), consistent with literature data [41–43] and forming a
baseline on which to interpret the rheology of functionalized
emulsions in what follows.

B. Rheology of functionalized oil droplets

We next turn to functionalized emulsions, in which
droplet-droplet attraction is introduced experimentally and
computationally (N = 6) as described above. We show first
the dramatic effect of functionalizing emulsions below jam-
ming, φ < φc, Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). For the same reasons
as described above, we use continuous (as opposed to os-
cillatory) shear to probe experimentally the low-φ behavior.
We find, Fig. 3(a), that on slowly increasing the amount
of ssDNA added from 1 nmol to 20 nmol per 100 μl of
stock φ = 0.76 (which are subsequently diluted) droplets, the
emulsion viscosity first increases while retaining its roughly
quasi-Newtonian form. As we increase the added ssDNA to
40 nmol, though, we find a dramatic jump to shear-thinning
rheology, reminiscent of the jammed behavior observed in
Fig. 2(a) on increasing φ, albeit of a different nature. Points

FIG. 3. Rheology of functionalized emulsions. (a) Experimental
measurements under continuous shear for φ = 0.54 < φc. Shown are
different amounts of ssDNA added per 100 μl of stock droplets:
1 nmol (blue), 20 nmol (green), and 40 nmol (purple); inset of
(a) shows η(t ) at γ̇ = 10 s−1 for different amounts of ssDNA at
φ ≈ 0.54; (b) simulation predictions corresponding to (a), where we
vary the attraction ε. Shown in the inset are the same data plotted
against ε̂; (c) experimental measurements under oscillatory shear
for φ = 0.76 > φc. Shown is a comparison between bare (blue) and
functionalized (25 nmol DNA added per 100 μl of droplets, purple)
jammed emulsions; (d) Simulation predictions corresponding to (c),
with two different ε. Filled (empty) symbols represent G′ (G′′). The
dashed box in (d) indicates the experimentally probed region. Gray
panels show regions of experimental inaccessibility.

in Fig. 3(a) represent time averages; there is a modest upward
drift with time due to sample evaporation, Fig. 3(a) (inset).
Our simulation result for φ = 0.54, Fig. 3(b), closely paral-
lels this, showing, in the (near) absence of functionalization
(ε = 0.001), a viscous response for all γ̇ , and a shear-thinning
response at larger ε. In both experiment and simulation, the
viscous rheological response (i.e., linear dependence of �

on γ̇ ) thus transitions to an elastic response on increasing
attraction. At low φ the ssDNA concentration can thus be
used as a “switch” to set the rheology of the non-Brownian
emulsion.

Above jamming, φ > φc, the effect of adding functional-
ization is rather more subtle. Both experiment and simulation
predict that the emulsion is already in a jammed state, with
G′ dominating the rheology [cf. Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)]. As such,
adding functionalization is expected to have a less dramatic
effect when compared with the low-φ result. Nonetheless,
there are important consequences, as shown in Figs. 3(c)
and 3(d). First, adding functionalization leads to a modest
increase in the moduli for small γ0. In the jammed state,
the dominant contribution to the stress comes from droplet
squeezing. However, adding functionalization means that to
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FIG. 4. Shear-induced assembly of droplet chains and clusters in a suspension at φ = 0.54 sheared with γ0 = 1 for O(10) oscillatory
cycles. Shown for (a) valency N = 2 and (b) N = 6 are (i) the distribution of cluster sizes across a range of ε̂ as shown in the legend;
two-dimensional representations of the radial distribution function showing patches (ii) and droplets (iii) with ε̂ = 3500 aligning along the
flow direction; (iv) sketches of assembled chains and clusters (showing in the bottom row only four patches for clarity, though there are 6 in the
simulation). Black arrows indicate direction of shearing and velocity gradient. Droplets with valency N = 2 form chains, the bonds of which
become aligned in the flow direction, while the bulk arrangement of the droplets remains rather isotropic. Droplets with valency N = 6 form
percolating networks for large ε̂ and retain a largely isotropic structure.

achieve even small deformations, we must stretch some of the
tethered droplet-droplet bonds, requiring an additional stress.

Second, adding functionalization leads to a shift to the
right of the crossover strain γc. This represents the onset of
plastic deformations, where droplets start to rearrange with
respect to one another [44]. These plastic, irreversible steps
lead to energy dissipation, resulting in an increase of G′′
relative to G′. Attractive interactions between droplets make
it harder to achieve such displacements. Therefore, we need
to go to higher strains and, consequently, higher stresses,
in order to reach the yielded state. It is important to note
here that yielding does not necessarily require the breakage
of droplet-droplet bonds. Since the functionalized sites are
mobile on the droplet surfaces, considerable reorientation is
allowed without breaking them, making difficult a character-
ization of the mechanisms at play. Again, the simulation at
φ > φc, Fig. 3(d), closely predicts the important rheological
changes effected by the functionalization. Having established
the success of the simulation in capturing experimental bulk
rheology, we next focus on the role of droplet valency in the
simulation, addressing structure formation and rheology.

C. Role of droplet valency in simulated system

1. Structure formation

We take as examples cases with φ = 0.54 and valencies
N = 2 and N = 6 and reiterate that, in our non-Brownian
system, droplets do not move under quiescent conditions but
must be induced to do so by external driving. This is achieved
here by applying oscillatory shear as described above, with
the resultant structures being products of the flow history.

Samples are prepared by first applying shear at γ0 =
0.15 for O(10) cycles with ε̂ = [1, 10, 100, 1000, 3500]. This

amplitude is large enough to bring droplets into contact with
immediate neighbors but small enough that there is no large-
scale rearrangement of the structure. Shown in Fig. 4 are,
for N = 2 [Fig. 4(a)] and N = 6 [Fig. 4(b)], the resulting
cluster size distributions (i), radial distribution functions for
patches (ii) and droplets (iii) projected onto the flow-gradient
plane, and sketches illustrating the assembly and alignment
of droplets occurring during flow (iv). Clusters are defined
unambiguously as sets of droplets connected by patch-patch
bonds.

For N = 2, complementarity dictates that droplets assem-
ble into chains. The data show a power-law distribution of
cluster sizes (i.e., chain lengths), with the average size in-
creasing steadily with ε̂. This suggests that for small ε̂,
competition between viscous forces and patch attraction is
sufficient to prevent all complementary patches from binding.
For large ε̂ all complementary patches that come within range
will successfully form bonds. The maximum chain length
reaches up to 40 droplets, indicating that chains loop over
periodic boundaries. Even for large ε̂, there remain many
unbound droplets, as expected due to the limited exploration
of the phase space achievable under γ0 = 0.15. The radial
distribution functions in Figs. 4(a(ii)) and 4(a(iii)) reveal a
hierarchical structure in which the patches align along the flow
direction, whereas the overall arrangement of the droplets re-
mains largely isotropic [Fig. 4(a(iv))]. The repeated switching
of compressive and extensional directions under oscillatory
shear thus leads to chains positioned parallel to the flow
direction.

Meanwhile, for N = 6, the cluster size distribution indi-
cates a percolation transition taking place as ε̂ is increased,
with formation of system-spanning clusters, leaving O(1)
unbound droplets. Despite the relatively small γ0, droplets
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FIG. 5. Strain amplitude γ0 sweeps for various volume fractions φ, valencies N , and attractive strengths ε̂. Shown in (a)–(c) and (e) are the
storage G′ and loss G′′ moduli at different ε̂ [given in legend of (a)–(c)] for (a) φ = 0.54, N = 2; (b) φ = 0.66, N = 2; (c) φ = 0.66, N = 6;
and (e) φ = 0.54, N = 6. The moduli are scaled by the droplet radius and stiffness as G′a/k and G′′a/k. Shown in (d) and (f) are G′ and G′′ for
valencies N = [0, 1, 2, 4, 6] at φ = 0.66 (d) and φ = 0.54 (f). The inset of (d) shows the crossover strain γc as a function of ε̂ for φ = 0.66.
Throughout, solid circles represent storage moduli G′, while hollow squares represent loss moduli G′′.

form sufficient patch-patch bonds to assemble into such clus-
ters. Importantly, it is not necessary to achieve six bonds per
droplet (commensurate with N = 6) to reach percolation: This
can be achieved with as few as three bonds per droplet. With
N = 6, the alignment of patches is more isotropic: In order to
form up to six bound neighbors, avoidance of steric hindrance
requires that patches be distributed more uniformly across
droplet surfaces. As for N = 2, the droplet radial distribution
function is largely isotropic [Fig. 4(b(iv))].

2. Rheology

We next explore the simulated rheology as a func-
tion of N , taking as our input microstructured systems
presheared as described above (but with varying γ0) We
measure G′ and G′′ as functions of strain amplitude γ0,
volume fraction φ, valency N , and attractive strength ε̂, find-
ing that the results can be categorized broadly into three
regimes:

(i) Always viscous, Fig. 5(a). For φ < φc ≈ 0.64, the ma-
terial has a viscous response in the absence of attractive
interactions. On increasing the attractive strength above ε̂ =
10 with N = 2, we find for low γ0 an increase in G′′ as droplets
are bound together by patches to form chains. These larger
structures lead to enhanced dissipation, resulting in larger
stresses and a more viscous response. There is a surge in the
response at γ0 ≈ 0.2, marking the onset of plastic rearrange-
ments and diffusion as droplets must flow over one another to
conform to the shearing flow. This leads to a nonlinearity in

the stress that gives rise to an appreciable G′, which eventually
subsides for yet larger γ0. This γ0-dependent stress response
is similar to that reported previously in sheared granular sus-
pensions [37]. This “always viscous” response is predicated
on the valency being sufficiently low to avoid percolation of
the bound network.

(ii) Always elastic, Figs. 5(b)–5(d). For φ = 0.66(>φc),
the low-γ0 response is elastic for all ε̂ and N , and indeed
there is no substantial rheological difference observed when
varying these quantities. Here the rheology is dominated by
the elasticity of the droplets themselves: The moduli scale
directly with k [45], while the volume fraction dependence
is given by |φ − φc|2/3 [33].

Nonetheless the patches have an important effect on the
bulk rheology as γ0 is increased. Specifically, the position of
the G′-G′′ crossover [which occurs at γc, see Fig. 5(d) (inset)]
and the large-γ0 behavior depend weakly on N and ε̂. As we
increase γ0 above γc = O(0.1), we explore the stretching of
bonds between complementary droplets, evidenced by a surge
in G′. Thus, ε̂ dependence enters. As interdroplet bonds get
stronger, the material remains elastic at progressively larger
strain amplitudes, manifested as an increase in γc; that is,
increasing the valency delays yielding of the material. This
effect is borne out particularly for N = 4, 6 [Fig. 5(d) (inset)].
Beyond γc, we find an increase in both G′ and G′′ as both
N and ε̂ are increased. The latter effect is more pronounced
for large N [comparing Figs. 5(b) and 5(c)], since stretching
and breaking larger numbers of patch-patch bonds will require
larger stresses.
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FIG. 6. Rheological response at low strain amplitude, γ0 = 10−3. Shown in (a)–(c) are the storage G′ and loss G′′ moduli measured at the
steady state for (a) N = 2, (b) N = 4, and (c) N = 6, with volume fractions (i) φ = 0.60, (ii) φ = 0.62, and (iii) φ = 0.66. Throughout, the
moduli are scaled by the droplet radius a and stiffness k. Highlighted in blue and red are, respectively, the viscous and elastic regimes, while
the crossover regime is in white. (d) Flow state diagrams, comprising all of the simulated emulsions in this work, measured with γ0 = 10−3.
Crosses indicate G′′ > G′; filled circles represent G′ > G′′. The color scale represents the magnitude of the stress response (i.e., �0a/k),
increasing in value from light blue to dark red. Dashed lines represent the approximate boundaries that mark viscous-elastic transitions. Shown
in the grayed regions are results for nonfunctionalized droplets ε̂ = 0. Data are given for valencies N = (1, 2, 4, 6).

(iii) Crossover region, Figs. 5(e) and 5(f). For low volume
fraction φ < φc and high valency N > 2 (so that a percolating
network can form), elastic behavior emerges at low γ0 as
a function of ε̂. Shown in Fig. 5(e) are data with N = 6,
φ = 0.54 and increasing ε̂. The crossover occurs in this case
for ε̂ ≈ 1000, above which G′ > G′′ at small γ0. Meanwhile,
in Fig. 5(f) are data for ε̂ = 3500, φ = 0.54 and increasing
N . With N = 4, 6, the results are clearly elastic for small γ0,
whereas for smaller N , they are viscous. These values of N
are significant. In order to exhibit an elastic response, the sus-
pension must have a percolating, networklike microstructure,
possible only when branching can occur.

D. Regime maps

The low-γ0 crossover behavior of these three regimes is
summarized in Figs. 6(a)–6(c). These data effectively present
a road map of the rheological behavior obtainable in our sim-
ulated model emulsion. Shown in the highlighted light blue
frames are those results (low valency N and φ < φc) for which
the response is always viscous. Here the volume fraction φ

is sufficiently low that in the absence of functionalization
the stresses under shear simply scale with the rate γ̇ . With
N = 2 patches, the droplets can form chainlike structures,
but in the absence of a percolating network, the response
remains viscous, albeit with an enhanced viscosity. Shown in
the highlighted light red frames are those results (φ > φc and
all N , ε̂) for which the response is always elastic. Here the
rheology is dominated by droplet-droplet repulsive forces and
the presence of functionalization is only relevant at large γ0,
and even there the influence of patches is rather weak. Finally,
in white are those results (φ < φc and high valency N > 2) for
which the response can be tuned between viscous and elastic

by adjusting ε̂. Here the strength of patch-patch attraction can
dictate whether or not percolating networks form and thus
whether the rheology is elastic.

We finally present in Fig. 6(d) regime maps, summarizing
the range of rheological behaviors obtained as functions of
volume fraction φ and stickiness ε̂ for valencies N = 1, 2, 4
and 6, and with γ0 = 10−3. A few pertinent results emerge:
(i) Regardless of attraction strength ε̂, we can never force an
elastic response G′ > G′′ in a system below φc with valency
N = 1 or 2. This follows naturally from a constraint-counting
argument. With N = 2, we essentially have a system of fric-
tionless spheres connected into freely jointed chains. Such
spheres require an average of six contacts to reach isostatic-
ity: The bonds due to functionalization provide two (even in
the limit ε̂ → ∞); achieving another four requires φ > φc;
(ii) Jammed suspensions (φ > φc) show rather weak effects
of functionalization. The simulation data suggest that this is
because the stresses are already dominated by elasticity of the
droplets. As γ0 is increased, the functionalization begins to
play a role, leading to a shift to the right of the G′-G′′ crossover
strain γc, from γc = 0.2 to γc ≈ 6. (iii) Only for N > 3 and
φ < φc does the regime (solid or liquid) depend on both N
and ε̂.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have presented experimental and numerical rheology
results for a functionalized non-Brownian emulsion, with
attraction controlled experimentally using ssDNA concentra-
tion and numerically with selectively attractive patches. The
outcomes provide a set of principles on which tunable rhe-
ology might be realized in model systems of more complex
complementarity. Our numerical results predict that doing
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so requires, crucially, fine control over the volume fraction
φ as well as an ability to set the droplet valency [17,20].
Importantly, the fact that the generated structures have fab-
ric commensurate with the strain rate suggests that exotic
flow protocols, for instance combinations of steady shear and
oscillations, might be exploited to generate more complex
structures or to maximize the extent of assembly. Tuning the
microstructure through this type of complex, prescribed flow
history might influence the success of assembly by analogy to
fluctuations or controlled tuning of the temperature or interac-
tions in thermal systems [46,47].

Having established the basic behavior achievable with a
simplistic binding complementarity, we anticipate that this
work will lead to more extensive investigation into details of
how the introduction of ssDNA (or indeed other selectively
attractive molecules) can modify the rheology of emulsions
of various sizes, levels of polydispersity and complex-
ity of complementarity. Our simulation model substantively
corroborates the experimental phenomenology, offering a
complementary platform for both microstructural scrutiny and
rapid exploration of parameter space.

Further work is required to demonstrate the full poten-
tial of this capability. For instance, the valency is easy to
control numerically while experimental results are emerging
on the formation of well-defined attractive patches [16]. By
establishing the relationship between ssDNA concentration

and patch formation, one can investigate the effect of va-
lency more systematically. Meanwhile, it will be important
to understand the rheological significance of using different
types of oils and surfactants for forming and stabilizing the
droplets, respectively. For example, differences in solubility
can strongly affect droplet size distributions [15], while the
F108 surfactant used here has, in contrast to other surfactants,
an inverse phase diagram: an aqueous solution of the pure
surfactant is liquid at low temperatures, but gels when heated.
Future progress in understanding and controlling the rheology
of emulsions is expected to impact formulation of products in
personal care, food and other sectors.
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